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ABSTRACT: High-density arrays of silicon wedges bound by {111} planes on
silicon (100) wafers have been created by combining convex corner lithography on
a silicon dioxide hard mask with anisotropic, crystallographic etching in a
repetitive, self-aligned multiplication procedure. A mean pitch of around 30 nm has
been achieved, based on an initial pitch of ∼120 nm obtained through
displacement Talbot lithography. The typical resolution of the convex corner
lithography was reduced to the sub-10 nm range by employing an 8 nm silicon
dioxide mask layer (measured on the {111} planes). Nanogaps of 6 nm and
freestanding silicon dioxide flaps as thin as 1−2 nm can be obtained when etching
the silicon at the exposed apices of the wedges. To enable the repetitive procedure,
it was necessary to protect the concave corners between the wedges through “concave” corner lithography. The produced high-
density arrays of wedges offer a promising template for the fabrication of large arrays of nanodevices in various domains with relevant
details in the sub-10 nm range.
KEYWORDS: 3D nanofabrication, self-aligned fabrication, crystallographic nanolithography, corner lithography, edge lithography,
silicon crystal, silicon wedges

■ INTRODUCTION
Self-aligned patterning techniques such as edge lithography
(EL)1,2 have become indispensable to reach smaller device
footprints in state-of-the-art electronic nanosystem fabrication.3

In self-aligned dual patterning,4 masking features are produced
at the sidewalls of initial photoresist line patterns, thereby
doubling the number of lines. This procedure can be repeated
for quadruple patterning.4 Important recent innovations include
EL based on exposure of overlapping positive and negative
photoresists to create subwavelength edge features in so-called
dual-layer photolithography,5 SADP-based active trim contact
formation with anisotropic pattern pitches,6 and crossed self-
aligned multipatterning strategies for staggered hole array
creation,7 both typically for DRAM production.

In recent years, a related self-aligned nanopatterning
technique has been introduced based on silicon nitride left in
sharp concave corners after conformal deposition and isotropic
thinning.8−10 This so-called corner lithography (CL) is
functional in concave corners independent of their orientation
in space and can be repetitively applied. CL allows the formation
of rather complicated 3D nanostructures in a self-multiplying
process when combined with anisotropic etching of a single
crystalline silicon mold.11 While shaping the underlying silicon is
often the aim of a self-aligned patterning step, we found that use
of the crystallographic properties of the silicon substrate can be
key to enhance the quality of this step.12 Extremely sharp corners
and smooth sidewalls can be formed through anisotropic etching

that ends on slow-etching crystal planes, thereby enabling the
formation of near ideal mold structures for self-aligned
techniques such as EL and CL.8,10,13,14 This fabrication strategy
is referred to as “crystallographic nanolithography.” Typically,
anisotropic etching is used to sharply define the geometry
confined by the smooth slow-etching crystal planes of known
orientation. The self-aligned nanopatterning techniques have
the function to create nanoscale masks in 3D for the subsequent
anisotropic etching step. This directs the formation of more
complex 3D nanostructures.

Initially, CL was applied in sharp concave corners. Recently, a
new self-aligned patterning technique, viz. “convex CL,” was
introduced.15,16 It is based on the principle that slightly thinner
silicon dioxide (SiO2) layers are formed near and on the apex of
sharp convex corners during low-temperature thermal oxidation
(typically <900 °C).17,18 After isotropic thinning of this SiO2 in
hydrofluoric acid, the convex silicon corners can selectively be
exposed and subsequently machined. By selectively exposing the
sharp convex corners of oxidized silicon wedges, arrays of sub-20
nm nanogaps were created.15,16 In the current work, we further
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explore and develop the combination of convex CL with silicon
wedges toward an advanced substrate for self-aligned device
fabrication.

Literature about silicon wedges goes back to the late 80s. Gray
et al.19 and Campisi et al.20 used orientation-dependent etching
(ODE) of crystalline silicon (Si) to fabricate point- and wedge-
like field emitter arrays for vacuum field effect transistors. Arrays
of wedge-like field emitters were made in (100)-oriented silicon
using potassium hydroxide (KOH) as an etchant in combination
with a mask pattern of stoichiometric silicon nitride. The
resulting wedges were defined by slow-etching {111} planes.
Upon applying an oxidation-sharpening step, the radius of
curvature of the convex corner of 10−50 μm long wedges could
be reduced to <15 nm.21,22 Hashiguchi et al. appointed two
limitations of this ODE process, i.e., its large complexity and the
use of time-stop under-etching for shaping of the convex
structures, and proposed an ODE process in combination with
local oxidation of silicon (LOCOS) to overcome these
shortcomings.23,24 With this LOCOS-based process, wedges

were realized as follows: a rectangular pattern in silicon nitride
(SiN), with one edge aligned parallel to the ⟨110⟩ direction of
the (100) Si substrate, was created with reactive ion etching
(RIE) and used as a mask for selective etching in KOH.
Subsequently, the etched pattern was thermally oxidized,
followed by removal of SiN, and a second anisotropic etching
step. This LOCOS-based process yielded a sharp convex corner
with a radius of curvature of ca. 3 nm for 0.3 mm long wedges,
since the edges, located below the surface of the substrate, were
formed by two intersecting {111} planes and sharpened by
oxidation.24 The versatility of this process is apparent from the
manufacturing of various structures, such as quantum wires,25

conical field emitters,26 and wafer-scale nanowires.27 Over the
years, Hashigushi’s LOCOS-based wedge fabrication meth-
od23,24 was modified/optimized by multiple groups. The main
adjustment was the prevention of flat intergroove spacers
between wedges,28−30 resulting in a higher areal density. For the
two anisotropic etch steps, KOH and tetramethylammonium
hydroxide (TMAH) were used as etchants, which both yield

Figure 1. Principle of convex corner lithography and cavity etching applied to silicon wedges (scale bar TEM images: 2 nm), with (a) low-temperature
thermal oxidation; (b) isotropic thinning of silicon oxide; (c) anisotropic etching of silicon from the exposed apex; (d, e) TEM images belonging to
steps (a) and (b), respectively; (f) TEM image after step (c) and after embedding the freestanding silicon oxide flaps in LPCVD silicon nitride; (g)
illustrating the direction of the ⟨111⟩ etching speed; and (h) zoom-in near the apex of a newly formed next-generation wedge after wet chemical
cleaning and subsequent embedding in LPCVD silicon nitride.
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{111} Si-terminated structures. This method, which is based on
controllable etching in the ⟨111⟩ direction,6,31 is used to
fabricate a variety of structures with microscale to nanoscale
dimensions. For example, Ribbing et al. employed it to achieve
saw-tooth refractive X-ray lenses,28 Jin et al. to create nanoslit
arrays for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy with size-
controllable gaps at the apex upon coverage with gold (Au),29

and Wilbers et al. to manufacture high-density ordered arrays of
crystalline silicon nanostructures.30

Here, we extend the application of crystallographic nano-
lithography on the sharp convex corners of silicon wedges to the
sub-10 nm scale. Furthermore, we introduce a novel self-aligned
multiplication scheme which results in increasing the density of
silicon wedges by a factor 4 to an average 30 nm pitch. Nanogaps
down to 6.5 nm are produced by this technique, based on an
initial silicon dioxide thickness of 7.9 nm on the {111} planes of
the wedges. It is shown that after thinning of the oxide and
etching of the exposed convex silicon corner, freestanding oxide
flaps with a tunable length and as thin as 2 nm can be realized.
We envision that the reported results will enable the self-aligned
batch fabrication of a variety of devices, e.g., in the nanofluidic,
nanomechanical, nanoelectronic, and nanophotonic domains.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION AND RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

The principle of the basic wedge machining method is illustrated in
Figure 1, based on initial experiments with a SiO2 mask thickness of 30
nm.15 In the current work, wedges bound by {111} Si planes were
created as described in ref 30 (the general process for nanowedge
fabrication is given in Figure S1). Next, they were steam oxidized at 800
°C for 15 min to create ca. 8 nm thick SiO2 on the exposed {111} planes
(Figure 1a,d). The oxide was isotropically etched in a 1% hydrofluoric
acid (HF) solution for 67 s until a layer of ca. 2 nm SiO2 remained on
the {111} planes (Figure 1b,e). This etch step exposed the silicon apices
of the wedges, which were then selectively etched in TMAH (25 wt %,
70 °C). After “inversion” of the apices, TMAH slowly etches into the
⟨111⟩ directions of silicon, yielding a cavity with a diamond-shaped
cross-sectional appearance (Figure 1c,f). Due to the finite (i.e., non-
zero) etching rate of SiO2 in TMAH, during the TMAH etch step, the
thickness of the ca. 2 nm thick SiO2 layer was reduced to 1.3 ± 0.3 nm,
but such thickness appeared to be rigid enough to create stable
freestanding flaps. The dimensional enlargement of this cavity as a
function of the etch time in TMAH has been characterized by analyzing
three cross-sections with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and the
results (Table 1) indicate a ⟨111⟩ etch rate (Figure 1g) of about 10 nm/

min. For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis, the etching
was stopped after 1 min and the resulting structure was encapsulated in
13 nm of low-pressure chemical vapor deposited (LPCVD) silicon
nitride (Si3N4) to provide mechanical support to the thin freestanding
SiO2 flaps during the TEM sample preparation. A cross-sectional slice
was formed by focused ion beam (FIB) etching and subsequently
imaged (Figure 1f,h). The TEM image confirms that freestanding oxide
flaps of about 2 nm in thickness and 10 nm in length had been formed
with a gap of 6−7 nm. It also shows that the initial wedge is split into
two wedges, each being near atomically sharp at the apex, which
suggested and inspired us to explore repetition of this wedge
nanomachining procedure. Additional TEM images and atomic force

microscopy (AFM) data obtained at various stages of the wedge
nanomachining procedure are shown in Figure S2.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the grown silicon dioxide layer thickness
in the proximity of silicon corners appears to be thinner than on flat
silicon planes.18 This retardation effect is explained using existing
models, which were developed to describe the silicon dioxide layer
thickness on crystalline silicon cylinders with feature sizes down to 1
μm17,32 and with an outer and inner radius down to 240 and 70 nm,33

respectively. At convex silicon corners, the diffusion flux of oxidant
species reaching the silicon is larger than at flat silicon surfaces or
concave silicon corners, due to the larger opening angle. Moreover,
mechanical stress accumulating in the silicon dioxide layer alters the
growth dynamics. Normal to the silicon interface, a stress exists in the
silicon dioxide layer of which the sign (i.e., compressive or tensile)
depends on the type of corner.32 The lateral stress depends on the
radius of curvature of the silicon corner and is tensile at convex silicon
corners and compressive at concave corners.32 Because the grown SiO2
layer is pushed outward for convex corners and inward for concave
corners, the result is either a reduction of the lateral stress for convex
corners or a reversion for concave corners. The pressure inside the
grown layer is proportional to the sum of the normal and tangential
stress18,32−34 (see Figure S3 for the definition of directions) and affects
the reaction rate of silicon with oxidant species. For thin silicon dioxide
layers as utilized in this work (i.e., sub-10 nm scale thicknesses), the
tangential stress is dominant because the normal stress becomes small
for these thickness values.32 This tangential stress is not identical for
convex and concave corners, i.e., the tangential stress in a convex corner
exceeds the value for a concave corner,33 which affects the thickness of
the grown layer.33 In the presented work, the silicon dioxide layers are
wet (i.e., in steam atmosphere) thermally grown at 800 °C. At these
processing conditions, stress relaxation by viscous flow is assumed to be
negligible.35 It is emphasized that the growth models are based on
circular objects, i.e., cylinders, and have not been developed for corners.
Moreover, at this sub-10 nm scale, other mechanisms might become
more prominent in determining the growth process, such as reordering
of the silicon atoms at the interface due to the large lateral stress.36

Initially, the repetitive wedge machining procedure was imple-
mented in a straightforward manner, meaning that after formation of
the second-generation wedges the silicon dioxide hard mask was
removed with HF. However, periodicity doubling of the wedges by
convex corner lithography and the subsequent anisotropic etching of
the exposed silicon resulted in a high defect density close to the concave
silicon corners (Figure 2). After the hard mask was removed in HF, the

Table 1. Etch Rate Si ⟨111⟩ in 25% TMAH (70 °C)

etch
time
[s]

width w
[nm]

expansion rate of the width (w) of the
parallelepiped cavity [nm/min]

Si ⟨111⟩ etch
rate [nm/min]

120 25 ± 2 12.5 10.8
240 45 ± 2 11.3 9.7
330 64 ± 2 11.6 10.0

Figure 2. Repetitive wedge nanomachining procedure without
modifications leads to an improper SiO2 mask function in concave
corners, due to which etching defects are formed during TMAH
etching, which in (a) can be seen in the first and the fifth grooves,
counting from the left (scale bar: 100 nm). The steps leading to this
issue as shown in panel (a) are shown in (b−e), with (b) low-
temperature thermal oxidation, (c) HF thinning of the silicon oxide, (d)
TMAH etching of the exposed silicon and parasitic thinning and
breakthrough of the silicon oxide in concave corners, and (e) after
stripping the silicon oxide.
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concave silicon corner in the first wedge generation appeared to be
rounded off. This phenomenon was expected because silicon is
consumed during the growth of the silicon dioxide layer, resulting in an
increased radius of curvature of the concave corner. Due to the increase
of the radius of curvature, the concave corner consists of slower
oxidizing {100}-like crystal planes. After the growth of the second
silicon dioxide hard mask, its thickness at these concave corners is
approximately equal to its thickness at the convex silicon corners.
Hence, after employing convex corner lithography, the silicon dioxide
layer at the concave corners becomes too thin (i.e., ≤0.6 nm; based on
Figures 2 and S2b1) to act successfully as a hard etching mask, for which
reason the wedge machining procedure has to be modified for
successful use in a repetitive manner.

To mitigate this problem, a concave corner lithography step2−4 is
introduced after the formation of the (low temperature) silicon dioxide
mask (Figure 3a,b) and before applying the convex corner exposure
etching in HF (Figure 3c) and cavity etching in TMAH (Figure 3d,e).
The added corner lithography step utilizes stoichiometric silicon nitride
(LPCVD), which is isotropically etched in a hot phosphoric acid
(H3PO4) solution. The temperature (140 °C) and concentration (85
wt %) of this solution were optimized for selectivity in etching Si3N4
with respect to SiO2. Both these masking materials can be completely
removed in 50 vol % HF (Figure 3f), after which the complete
procedure can be repeated (Figure 3g−l). Upon performing this
sequence twice, the initial wedge pitch of ∼120 nm can be reduced to an
average of 30 nm. It is noted that a 3D representation of this double-
repeated self-aligned multiplying wedge nanomachining procedure is
shown in Figure S4.

To verify the outcome of this repetitive nanomachining procedure,
UV-lithography masking (with line dimensions in the micrometer
range) was employed in steps 3b and 3h (see Figure 3), such that only in
selected areas the silicon dioxide is etched and doubling of the wedges
could occur. The resulting structure is shown in the SEM image in
Figure 4a, illustrating the different “generations” of wedges produced.
To analyze the structure in more detail, a cross-sectional slice was made
by FIB etching and imaged with TEM (Figure 4b), after embedding the
structure in a LPCVD silicon nitride support matrix. A close look at this
TEM image reveals that apices of the wedges appear sharp, while the

concave “bottom” corners have different radii of curvature. The
observed differences in radii of curvature correlate with the number of
times the various concave corners were oxidized followed by removal of
the formed SiO2 in an HF-based etchant. These numbers are given in
Figure 4b,c (zoom-in TEM images) at the various corners (after the
final TMAH etching step): the higher the number, the larger the radius
of curvature of the (initially sharp) concave corner (because of the
increased amount of times that the sequence “oxidation and HF
etching” was performed). It has to be noted that the uniformity of this
wafer-scale wedge nanomachining procedure is very high, as evidenced
by analysis of top-view SEM images and TEM images (Section 5 of the
Supporting Information). In a separate, repeated run, the pitch of
wedges after doubling was determined to be 31.0 ± 1.1 nm (1 SD)
where 25 locations distributed over the whole four inch wafer were
considered. This gives an indication for the combined uniformity of the
convex corner lithography with the subsequent anisotropic etching
step.

Two other aspects have to be addressed as well upon inspecting
Figure 4. The first aspect concerns the depths and the pitch of the
different generations of cavities etched at the apices of wedges. The
width of the grooves is nonuniform (Figure 4b); however, by tuning the
timespan of the steps during which these cavities are created (Figure
3d,e,j,k), it is possible to realize wedge generations with (nearly)
uniform pitches. In case of Figure 4b, the etch times of the second and
third anisotropic silicon etch steps were extended to achieve this. Figure
5 shows images of triple-repeated self-aligned multiplying wedges with a
close to 50% duty-cycle. It is noted that, as abovementioned, the
number of times that a concave corner is oxidized (followed by removal
of the oxide) affects the radius of curvature of a concave corner (Figure
4c); as a consequence, it is difficult to achieve identical depths for all
generations of cavities in case of 50% duty-cycle self-aligned multiplying
wedges (Figure 5b). The silicon dioxide layer thickness can be reduced
as long as the grown silicon dioxide is 2 nm thicker at the slanted {111}
Si planes with respect to its thickness at the convex corners. In this work,
steam oxidation of silicon at 800 °C yielded a silicon dioxide layer
thickness of 7.9 ± 0.4 and 5.7 ± 0.3 nm on (111) Si and (100) Si
monitor substrates, respectively (see Section 2 (Supporting Informa-
tion) and Figure S2). Deduced from the data presented by Massoud et

Figure 3. Nanomachining procedure for self-aligned multiplication of silicon wedges by crystallographic nanolithography. The detailed steps are (a)
low-temperature thermal oxidation and LPCVD silicon nitride on the initial wedge structures, (b) concave corner lithography through isotropic
thinning of the silicon nitride, (c) convex corner lithography by isotropic thinning of the silicon oxide, (d, e) secondary wedge formation by TMAH
etching, (f) stripping of the hard mask layers, and (g−l) repetition of panels (a−f) for tertiary wedge formation.
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al.,37,38 a layer thickness of ca. 6.2 nm ((111) Si) and ca. 4.0 nm ((100)
Si) can be obtained if dry (i.e., in an oxygen−nitrogen mixture) thermal
oxidation at 800 °C is used. This shows that the SiO2 thickness ratio
between {111} Si vs {100} Si is increased if dry oxidation is used,
meaning that the resulting radius of curvature at the concave corners is
lower after wedge multiplication.

The second aspect concerns the so-called bird’s beak phenomen-
on,39 which occurs upon the use of local oxidation of silicon. Upon
oxidation of a silicon substrate that is partially covered with a silicon
nitride diffusion mask, lateral diffusion of oxidizing species underneath
this mask still occurs. For wet and dry thermal oxidation of silicon, the
silicon dioxide growing in the lateral direction is pushing the Si3N4
upward, which is visible as a bird’s beak in a cross-sectional view and as a
ribbon in case of thick wet oxide layers upon use of sufficiently high
processing temperatures.40 Such deformation and growth can
negatively influence the formation of nanoscale wedges.27,29 In this
work, the bird’s beak phenomenon might only play a role upon
realization of the second-generation V-shaped nanogrooves (see Figure
S1c for a schematic indication of the locations where bird’s beaks
develop). In fact, upon realization of the second generation of

nanogrooves by TMAH etching of silicon after selective removal of this
Si3N4 mask, any effect of the bird’s beak will vanish: due to the non-zero
etch rate of the Si {111} planes that confine the V-shaped nanogrooves,
after TMAH etching the apices of the wedges are located below the
silicon surface that was covered with Si3N4 (see Figure S1f). Therefore,
the apices end up below the level at which the bird’s beak phenomenon
could have occurred. Thus, this phenomenon has no (perceptible)
negative geometrical effects on the realized self-aligned multiplied
nanometric wedges.

To further enhance the resolution of the convex corner lithography
as well as to increase the number of generations, it is important to work
with a thinner mask layer. However, use of a thinner SiO2 layer (i.e., <8
nm) to reduce radius of curvature of concave corners is not an option,
since this will lead to a too low thickness ratio between Si {111} and Si
{100} (i.e., <1.541), which is expected to hamper the convex corner
lithography. The use of other material systems should therefore be
explored, for example, replacing the oxidation by nitridation.

The presented results of applying crystallographic nanolithography
to convex corners of silicon wedges inspired to explore the possibility to
create NEMS and other nanodevices at the apices of the high-density

Figure 4. SEM and TEM images of triple-repeated self-aligned multiplying wedge nanomachining procedure (scale bars: (a) SEM 100 nm, (b) TEM
50 nm, and (c) TEM 5 nm). The numbers indicate the number of times a concave corner was exposed to the thermal oxidation−HF stripping
sequence.
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wedge array.15,16 Figure S8 shows that arrays of freestanding silicon
dioxide nanoflaps can be created, of which the “extruded” dimension of
the freestanding flaps is confined by a displacement Talbot lithography
(DTL) step (perpendicularly oriented with respect to the wedges) in
combination with a hard mask to selectively apply the convex corner
lithography only to parts of the wedges.15 In a follow-up study,16 such
arrays of freestanding silicon dioxide flaps were combined with a
strategy for controlled backside etching to create a flow-through device
consisting of thousands of nanometric valves acting in parallel
embedded in a mechanically stable membrane configuration. The
massive parallel configuration enables “macroscopic” flow rates,16 while
it is expected to maintain some of the nanoscopic features such as
molecular flow regime and ultrafast mechanical response of the valves.
Figure 6 shows a TEM image of a part of the array (top exposure) with
an “as-fabricated” valve opening of around 10 nm, in correspondence
with the (indirect) evidence from ref 16 that we have created these
arrays of flow-through nanoslits. Note that these flaps/slits where based
on an initial silicon oxide thickness of 25 nm of which ∼10 nm remains
after the convex corner lithography. In the latest fabrication run detailed
in the current manuscript, we have scaled down this to 8 and 2 nm,
respectively.

■ CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Convex corner lithography is an emerging self-aligned nano-
metric patterning technique15,16 which now has been demon-
strated to be employable down to the sub-10 nm scale. By
repeatedly applying convex corner lithography in combination
with wet anisotropic etching, double and quadruple feature
densities were obtained. A wedge pitch of initially about 120 nm,
as defined by the starting DTL step, could be reduced to about
30 nm on average by this procedure. After removal of the silicon
dioxide mask, wedge arrays remained with sub-nm sharp apices.
These sharp convex corners allowed for additional convex
corner lithography to be applied, hence the opportunity for
wedge self-aligned multiplication. Freestanding silicon dioxide

mask features as thin as 1−2 nm could be conserved after etching
a parallelepiped cavity.

Figure 5. SEM and TEM images of triple-repeated self-aligned multiplying wedge nanomachining procedure with tuned 50% duty-cycle (scale bar: (a)
100 nm and (b) 50 nm). Again, the numbers indicate the number of times that a concave corner was exposed to the thermal oxidation−HF stripping
sequence.

Figure 6. TEM image of part of the nanovalve array fabricated following
the procedure described in ref 16. Scale bar represents 100 nm. The
array is electron transparent because of its freestanding nature. The
image confirms the (indirect) evidence from ref 16 that we have created
arrays of flow-through nanoslits. Gap sizes can be estimated to be
around 10 nm. Note that these flaps/slits where based on an initial
silicon oxide thickness of 25 nm of which ∼10 nm remains after the
convex corner lithography. In the current work, we have reduced this to
8 and 2 nm, respectively (see Figure 1).
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Combining the approach shown in this work with the strategy
introduced in ref 15 is expected to enable the (batch) fabrication
of dense 2D arrays of nanodevices at the apices of the created
wedges. First examples of such approach are shown in refs 16
and 42 where the density of devices can be further increased
through the multiplication procedure. Therefore, nanometric Si
{111} plane-terminated wedges combined with crystallographic
nanolithography are promising templates for future multi-
domain nanosystems. These could include and combine NEMS
and (opto)electronic devices, such as RF resonators, high-
mobility channel transistors, III−V electronics, silicon pho-
tonics, and their monolithic integration.
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